
Questions from Session 1

This session - environments & interactions



The environment is critical

Workshop setup
outdoors and 
indoors



Outdoors

Free-flow all day



YouTube Video “set up nursery 2014”



A common sight!



Accessible, 
versatile, 
authentic 
resources



Accessible resources





Go-karts have to 
have their tyres 
changed every two 
weeks!

Free resources – search everywhere …
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Different to indoors -
louder, messier, bigger ..



No need for enhancements
or for the environment to
change.  



The children bring the 
colour and the energy



Make the most of the space
that you have got.

Wet sand, water, woodwork, climbing equipment, fabric, blocks, mud, mini
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When babies are at home - they don’t stay in 
one room and they rarely stay in the house all
day.  Do your babies get out and about? 



Your environment can extend beyond your setting.  Get the children ‘out out’!



Baby room

Indoors
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Helping with chores
is a very common
occurrence at home.

The ‘chore’ becomes 
the activity.

Is this possible in 
your setting?







Wooden train
Cars
People
Animals
Small pieces of fabric
Natural resources - pine 
cone, stones, sticks etc.

Wooden blocks
Duplo or LegoNo need for enhancements

Open shelving is best but
baskets on the floor are fine.









A bed, a boat, a road, a car
infinite possibilities



One use wonders - replace with more versatile resources





All areas of learning might occur in all areas of your environment



If the environment is 
enabling, then the 
children learn 
independently.



If adults do join the play then their 
interactions need to be very skilful



The adult is near a child!



The adult is at the child’s height



The adult is looking at the child



The adult is smiling



The adult is touching the child



The adult wants to be there



The adult went to the child, she did not call the child to her



Go to the children & to their level.



•Look and 
listen.

•Try to let the 
child begin the 
interaction 



If you are fascinated, you will be led by 
the children….



Watch, listen and WAIT ………

As you watch 
and wait, you 
can decide 
how, or if, to 
respond.
This is 
planning in 
the moment!



Sometimes it’s fine to observe 
for a while and then move away.



Julie Fisher
“If I open my mouth now,
will it make a difference?”



Observe and wait for the teachable moment.
Your response should add something to the play.



Questions tend to ‘pop’ out!
Try to reduce the number of questions.

What can you do instead of asking questions?



• model language, 
• show, 
• suggest,
• provide resources,
• explain, 
• demonstrate, 
• explore ideas, 
• encourage, 
• remind, 
• narrate what they are doing, 
• facilitate, 
• set challenges

• PONDER – “I wonder …”

There are lots of things you can do instead of 
asking questions.

• Calm, quiet voice level 



“Teaching should not be taken to imply a ‘top down’ 
or formal way of working. It is a broad term which 
covers the many different ways in which adults help 
young children learn. It includes their interactions 
with children during planned and child-initiated play 
and activities: communicating and modelling 
language, showing, explaining, demonstrating, 
exploring ideas, encouraging, questioning, 
recalling, providing a narrative for what they are 
doing, facilitating and setting challenges.”

OFSTED September 2019 



Watch, wait & 
decide how, or 

if, to interact … 

“Can you make a 
difference?”



The most powerful teaching is not planned ahead.  
The skilful practitioner plans “in the moment”.



Summary of the session
In Session 3 we will look at paperwork


